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A coupled system of equations governing the propagation of a signal in a statistical ensemble of multimode
optical fibers is presented. It describes, besides the usual average modal powers, the evolution of the
interference terms between the mode amplitudes and of the modal power fluctuations. Our procedure allows
us to treat the general nonstationary nonmonochromatic case of an arbitrary signal fed into the lightguide by
a source possessing a finite spectral bandwidth. The introduction of modal power fluctuations permits us to
establish a theorem connecting the value of the modal power, averaged over the fiber ensemble, with the
actual one concerning a single fiber. These two values coincide, in the polychromatic case, for large values
of the fiber length, thus providing the main result of the paper, that is the justification of the statistical
approach to the problem of propagation. Furthermore, the analysis of the interference terms presents
evidence for the difference between the propagation of an amplitude-modulated and a frequency-modulated
signal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multimode optical fibers with large-diameter core are
particularly useful in connection with sources possessing
intermediate degrees of spatial coherence, such as light-
emitting diodes and laser diodes. These sources have a
finite bandwidth &v, and, accordingly, the problem of
propagation in the fiber cannot be simplified by assum-
ing a monochromatic input. Indeed, a theory which takes
into account the lack of monochromaticity (or the finite
coherence time tk = 1/6 >) is necessary.

The description of the propagation of an electromag-
netic signal in a multimode lightguide in the presence of
mode coupling is a statistical one. This is a consequence
of the fact that the guiding structure unavoidably pre-
sents some imperfections responsible for the coupling
among the modes, whose randomness, together with the
analytical complexity of the exact deterministic problem,
leads in a natural way to the statistical approach. It
consists of an introduction of an ensemble of macroscop-
ically similar fibers, which differ among themselves only
for the random behavior of the microscopic imperfec-
tions, and we consider the values of all the significant
quantities averaged over this ensemble. l In this frame,
the main emphasis has been placed on the evaluation of
the average power carried by each propagating mode,
both in the case of a monochromatic' and of a poly-
chromatic signal. 23

However, it is hardly necessary to remark, as al-
ways when dealing with a statistical approach, about the
relevance of the fluctuations over the average value,
since only their (relative) smallness assures that the
average value of a given quantity can be safely assumed
as the actual one. The fluctuations have been evaluated,
only in the monochromatic case, 1,4 with a rather disap-
pointing result. More precisly, it has been found that
the normalized mean-square value of the power carried
by each mode approaches 2 for long-traveled distances,
so that there is a 100% uncertainty on the actual value of
this quantity in a single fiber once the average value is
known.

The above discussion gives evidence to the necessity
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of refining the theory of propagation in a multimode opti-
cal fiber in two ways. First, the existing treatment
only deals with the average power per mode, which is
connected with the square value of the corresponding
mode amplitude, while a more complete description al-
so requires the study of the evolution of the correlation
terms between different mode amplitudes, In the course
of the paper it will be shown that these are the only
terms influenced by a frequency modulation of the input
signal, an operation which, conversely, does not affect
the behavior of the power per mode. Second, one needs
a more complete investigation of the fluctuations, cap-
able of covering the nonmonochromatic case. In fact,
it will be proved that the finite bandwidth of the source
has the positive consequence of reducing the magnitude
of the fluctuations so that, for long-traveled distances,
the average power per mode does coincide with the actual
value in a single fiber.

The mentioned results are obtained in the frame of a
general theory of nonstationary propagation, dealing with
a carrier possessing a finite bandwidth and modulated
in an arbitrary way, in which the complete description
of the propagation and of the associated fluctuations is
obtained in the form of a closed system of differential
equations connecting all the correlation terms between
mode amplitudes up to the fourth order. The present
treatment generalizes that of Marcuse, I since it is ap-
plicable to the propagation of a polychromatic signal, a
case which substantially differs from that relative to the
monochromatic signal, as it is for example shown by the
drastic change in the behavior of the fluctuations, which
improves the predictability of the actual value of the
single-mode power in the case of finite bandwidth.

II. PROPAGATION IN A SINGLE FIBER

The transverse part of a monochromatic electromag-
netic field of angular frequency w, propagating in the z
direction along the axis of a (nearly) cylindrical dielec-
tric fiber, can be expressed 1

E(r, z, t)= Em.(r, w) cm(z, to)
m

x exp[iwt- WPm(W)ZI, (1)
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where Em(r, a) is the transverse electric field vector of
the mth mode of the ideal cylindrical guiding structure,
9,(cc) is its relative propagation constant, and the cm' s
are suitable expansion coefficients. In writing Eq. (1),
we have assumed that the electric field can be expressed
in terms of the forward-traveling guided modes alone;
and we have allowed the expansion coefficients cm to be
z dependent in order to take into account the departure
of the fiber shape from the ideal one to which the mode
configurations Em pertain. Here r = (x, y) indicates the
coordinates in a plane transverse to z and one needs to
consider only the transverse part of the electric field
E(r, z, t) and of the magnetic field

H(r, z, t) = E Hm(r, w) c.(z, co)
In

x exp[ict - ipjm(w)z] (2)

for the purpose of evaluating the power carried by the
field.

Equations (1) and (2) can be easily generalized to the
nonmonochromatic case. In particular, if, as it is
usually the case, the bandwidth 6w of the field fulfills
the relation

x expliaw - ) t - 49.(W) ~ mw)z- M44 P.(Z' 0
(8)

where Pm(z, ) is a positive quantity, as it is immediate-
ly verified by inspection, which can be interpreted as the
electromagnetic power carried by the n2th mode.

If mode coupling is absent, one has

Cm(Z, w)=cm(0, wc)=-4TP dte-i wt

x 5 dx f dye, E(r, 0, t)x H},(r, wo)

- |jr L dte2Ct ei t F(t)

Xf dxS dye2 .G(r)xH*.(r, coo), (9)

having assumed, for the sake of simplicity, the electric
field at z = 0 to be of the form

E(r, 0, t) = eiW't F(t) G(r) . (10)

Taking advantage of Eq. (3), one can approximately
write

6Cc/coo<< 1,

where wO is the central frequency, one can write

E(r, z, t) = > E Em(r, wo) du) cm(z, cc)

X exp[iwct - ig3m(w)z]

(3)

(4)

and an analogous expression for H. The complex Poynt-
ing vector is given by5

s=I(ExH*)av (5)

where K )a, indicates the averaging operation over the
fluctuations of the source. It is worth noting that the
electromagnetic field possesses, in general, fast fluctua-
tions associated with the carrier (that is with the source)
and a slow variation associated with the superimposed
signal. The averaging operation indicated as ( )av re-
fers to the statistical ensemble pertinent to the source.
Whenever the source is stationary, and the ergodic hy-
pothesis is justified, 6 the quantity Pt in Eq. (6) repre-
sentsthepower averaged over a time of the order of 27T/
6c and still retains the slow-time variation.

The power carried by the field through an arbitrary
fiber section z = const can be expressed

Pt=Re{ dxj dyS e2 , (6)

where e2 is the unit vector in the z direction and "Re"
means "real part of. " Taking advantage of the orthogo-
nality relations between the guided modes1

X dx 5 dye 2 Ej(r, wo)XH* (r, w,)= 2P6m,, (7)

where P is a positive normalization constant and m is
Kronecker's symbol, one obtains through Eqs. (4)-(7),

Pt=P Z, Jdc fdw'(cm(z, cc)c*(z, cc'av
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pm(w) = P.m(cO) + (w - Co)/ Vm ,

with

V-'= [dg. (w)ldu)].=, ,o

and Eq. (8) yields

Pt = IP ( rIF(t- t )F)a

x I Sdx X dyG(r)xH*.(r, wo-)e2 .
K -. Ic

(11)

(12)

(13)

Equation (13) expresses the fact that the modulation
imposed at z = 0 travels in each mode with the mode
characteristic group velocity Vm; in particular, that
frequency modulation, which affects the phase of F(t),
is ineffective in influencing the total power carried
through a fiber section.

In order to satisfactorily treat the situation in which
mode coupling is present, one has to resort to an en-
semble-average approach. More precisely, one intro-
duces a statistical ensemble of macroscopically equiva-
lent fibers possessing microscopic random imperfections
and then considers the ensemble average, indicated by
the symbol (... ). Accordingly, allthe significant quanti-
ties will be expressed by means of two statistically in-
dependent averaging operations, the first of which, in-
dicated by ( ),la refers to the source, while the second,
indicated by angular brackets, is associated with the in-
troduction of the statistical fiber ensemble. Thus one
has, for example, the total average power carried
through a fiber section given by

(Pt) = E (Pm(z, t))
m

=P E Z dcc 5 dw' ((Cz, cc) c*mi(z, ))av

xexp{i(co - cc')t- ji[l3(Cc) - P.m(w')] Z} . (14)
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III. STATISTICAL THEORY OF TIME-DEPENDENT
PROPAGATION IN AN ENSEMBLE OF FIBERS

In order to study the space-time evolution of (Pm(z, t))
in the fiber, one has to, according to Eq. (14), investi-
gate the behavior of the quantity ((cm(z, c)c*(z, w'))av).
The starting point is the set of equations describing the
deterministic evolution of the c,,'s in a single fiber.
They read1

dC'm(z, w) z (z, ot wo) cj(z, to) , m = 1, 2, * I

(15)
where

Amj(z, WI wo)=Kmj(Z, wo)

xexpli[j3(CO)- -J(Cv)]z} 7 (16)

the Kw's being suitable coupling coefficients obeying the
relation

Km. j = - Kjm* (17)

An equation completely analogous to Eq. (15) holds
obviously true for w' and reads

dCm(z, w') = EAmj(, a', wo) c4 (z, w'), In = 1, 2, ....

(18)
From Eqs. (15) and (18) one can immediately derive. X(I

the following set of equations:

dz IC* (A, W ) C} (2J W) ]

= E {A,1 (z, WI WO) C*a) (Z, c') C1 (Z, CO)
k

(19)

+ A42k(z, c', wo) cj(z, c) ct(z, w')} , m, j = 1, 2. * -

At this point, one can follow a procedure analogous to
that introduced in the monochromatic case (w = c') (Ref.
4); that is, one formally integrates Eq. (19) and then
substitutes in the resulting expression for C*4(z, w')Cj(z,
w) the formal solution for the quantities c*,(z, w')c, (z,
w) and cj(z, .v)c* (z, c'). After doing this, one can per-
form the double-averaging operation on the resulting
equations.

If the coupling process is stationary to order two in the
z direction, that is,

(K.mj(z, co) Krs(z', co)) = F,,jrs(l z z' I )

and if

(Kmj (z, co)) = 0,

(20)

(21)

by assuming that the mode-field amplitudes do not ap-
preciably vary over distances comparable with the typi-
cal correlation length D of the correlation function de-
fined in Eq. (20), one obtains

d X.,(z, WI )= EE xk(Z, W1 m k m k
xexp{-iLej(w)-,I3 1 (w)]z'}dz'+Xjk(z, co, c')exp{1i[3m(a) %(w)+132(w) #r(')]z}

X f (Kmj(Z')4jk(j)) exp{- i[f31(c) - kr(W')]Z'}dz' +X1 f(z, w, cv)

xexp{i[3(cv') - Mr(A) + 3m(@) - J1(cv)] z} f (Ktri(z')Kmk(0)) expl- i[mgjw) - k(w)]z'}dz'

+Xk(z, v, w')exp{i[Pk(wc) - j 1r(wa)]z} f (Kr(z')KJt(0)) exp{- ib[3p(w')- Iv)]z }dz',

where we have defined

Xmr(Zy te ) = ((C.(z, Cu) C: zx >a (23)
and the dependence on cvo of the coupling coefficients
has been omitted.

It can now be observed that only nonoscillatory expo-
nential terms in z contribute appreciably to the right-
hand side of Eq. (22), since integrals over z of rapidly
oscillating terms can be neglected with respect to in-
tegrals of slowly varying functions (rotating-wave ap-
proximation). 7 More precisely, in order to benefit from
this approximation, one has to assume that the cm's do
not undergo relevant variations over distances of the
kind [P.m(w) - Pk (w)]-' and [P.m(w) - Pj(w) + pr,(w) - j3(w)] 1,
unless, respectively, m = k and m =j, r= s or m = s,
j = r. Under the same hypothesis, it follows that the
cm' s do not vary over the distance [pym(c) - PMO) + p(cv)
-,B(cv')f-, unless mi=j, r=s or mi=s, j=r, since

P.m() - P(W) + MO() - Ps(') Pm(cv.W) 13 (c) + 0(w) - P8(c) ,
(24)
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(22)

i

provided that the condition I X - w' I w << 1 is fulfilled
[see Eq. (3)]. Equation (24) can be justified by observ-
ing that

P.m(W) M j3(w) + IWr(w) - 0 W)

;3m(~pi +13rn( 1( )+(W) -P., (W) +(do, d)
dcv dcv

(25)
and that

| (dgr /do - d sI/dw) (wc - w)
L I WI

<< I Pm. () ) PIS(C) + P, (co) -(P(W) I
W

(26)

Eq. (26) being always valid if the differences between
the inverses of the group velocities are of the same or-
der of the differences between the inverses of the phase
velocities.

By taking advantage of the rotating-wave approxima-
tion, Eq. (22) yields
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d Xmr(Z, a>, W')=Xmr(Z wc, w')

X (Z f (Kmj(z')Kjm(0)) exp{- i[g3 (o) - gm(W)]Z'}dZ'

+ E | (Kj(z')K* (0)) exp{- i[13r(w') - 3j(w')]z'}dz'

+ i (K..(Z')Kr*r(0)) dz'), m~ r. (27)

It is not difficult to show (see Appendix) that the co-
efficient of Xmr on the right-hand side of Eq. (27) has a
nonpositive real part, so that Eq. (27) can be rewritten

dzdz Xmr(Z, ro, 0)) gin,. Xm,(Z, w), w') , m *r, (28)

with Reg.,. 0, whose solution is

Xmr(Z Wo, w')=(cm(0, w)c(*, (0, ))egmrz , m* r,
(29)

where cm(O, w)-Cm(z=0, w).

Equation (29) shows that the cross-correlation terms
in the mode-field amplitudes practically vanish after a
distance of the order l/Regr,.; or that they remain iden-
tically zero if they possess this value at z = 0 (excitation
by a spatially incoherent source).

For the diagonal terms m = r, we obtain from Eq. (22),

dz mm(Z W, w') =- hmj)Xmm(z W, °

+ Z hmj exp {i [Pm (w) - P. ) I z
jtm

+ i [93 (Wc) - I(W)] Z}XJJ(z, co, Wco),

where (30)

hmij f (Kmj(Z')K j(0))

xexp{i [j(wO) - P3m(WO)]Z }dz' (31)

is a real non-negative quantity (see Appendix). In de-
riving Eq. (30) we have taken advantage of the fact that
the value of hmj is not substantially modified by the sub-
stitution - 10w and co' - w0 performed in writing Eq.
(31).

The set of Eqs. (30) describes in full generality the
evolution of the autocorrelation functions of the mode-
field amplitudes and allows in principle the evaluation
of (Pt(z, t)) by means of Eq. (14). It is, however, more
convenient to deal directly with a set of equations con-
necting the average powers (Pm(z, t)) carried by each
mode. By recalling the expression of (Pm(z, t)) given by
Eq. (14), one obtains, with the help of Eq. (30),

a (P. (Z, t)) =(hm) (Pm(Z, t))

+ Z hmj(Pj(Z, t)) +P f dw fwd i[W[m(W') - 13m(c)]

xexp[i(w -w ')t] exp{- i[9 (w) - om(a')] Z}Xmm)(Z, W, c').
(32)

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (32) can
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be rewritten, with the help of Eq. (11),

V . (Pm(Z, t))

so that finally one has

a (P. h[() + V a(P.t) (Pm(Z, t))

= E h. j [ (Pj (z, t)) -(P. (z, t))] ,

(33)

(34)

which constitutes the set of coupled equations describing
the propagation of a pulse in a multimode lightguide. At
this stage, distributed losses can be easily incorporated
by adding the term - 2 am(P. (z, t)) on the right-hand side
of Eq. (34).

The set of Eqs. (34), which describes the time-depen-
dent propagation of the average modal powers, is iden-
tical with the one worked out by previous authors. 1-3
The present derivation has the advantage of clearly
showing that the limits of validity of Eq. (34) rely on the
small-bandwidth assumption expressed by Eq. (3), as
well as on the hypothesis of slow variation of the field
amplitudes required also in the stationary case. 1,4

IV. PROPAGATION OF A FREQUENCY-MODULATED
SIGNAL

The form of the set of Eqs. (34) implies that the aver-
age power (Pm(z, t)) carried by each mode is not in-
fluenced by the frequency modulation of the input signal;
that is, that this kind of modulation cannot be transmitted
by the fiber, as long as one collects all the light coming
out from the whole fiber section. This circumstance is
no longer true if one considers the power transmitted
through a smaller area a of the section. In this case,
the orthogonality of the modes is no longer effective in
canceling the cross-correlation terms between dif-
ferent modes, and the expression of the power (P') car-
ried through this area contains also nondiagonal contri-
butions. More precisely, one has, according to Eq.
(5),

(Pt) = Re E E Tm., (35)

with

Tmr(Z, t) dxdyEm(r, wo)xH*(r, wo)-.e.
a

x f dw f dw' exp{i(c - w')t

-[i [m()- r( c')]Z}Xmr(Z, W, c') * (36)

Recalling Eq. (29), one can rewrite the nondiagonal
contributions as

Tm.r(z, t)=exp(-g.,z) ff dxdyEm(r, coo)xH*(r, cvo)*ez

a

X df dcv' exp{i(cv - ') t-i [3m(v) - 13r(@W)IZ}

x(Cm(0, w) cr* (0, W))av , m r r 3
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which shows that the T,,r' s (in # r) evolve as in the ab-
sence of mode coupling, except for the fact that their
envelope undergoes an exponential decay with the fiber
length z. In particular, if the source is spatially in-
coherent, then T.r(z, t) = 0 (in * r), and (P " ) is not in-
fluenced by the modulation of the signal. If, conversely,
the source possesses some degree of spatial coherence,
then the Tm7' s (in * r) are sensibly different from zero
over a certain fiber length, and Eqs. (9)-(12) can be
recalled for determining their evolution, thus getting

Tmr(z, t) - enmrz (FI - Z )rQ$ (t - Z )) m r.

(38)
If one assumes the exciting source to be a frequency-

modulated single-mode laser, then

F(t) = exp [io(t) + irt 2], (39)

where ¢(t) is a normally distributed random function
responsible for the laser linewidth, y is a real constant
proportional to the frequency-modulation rate, and

Tmr(Z, t) - exp(-gmr z) exp(- I1/V m-1/VrZ1 )

x exp [iz2( V) 4)+2iyt ( tIJ) m$r,
(40)

to= 1/bv being the coherence time of the source. Equa-
tion (40) shows that Tmr goes to zero over the shortest
of the two distances l1/gm and tj. 1/Vm - 1/VrI, the lat-
ter being the traveled length over which two modes mn
and r started from z = 0 at the same instant acquire

a time delay larger than t, .8 On the fiber length over
which the T.r's (in *r) are still different from zero,
their time dependence, which is unaffected by mode
coupling, determines the time behavior of (Pt), since
the diagonal terms Tmm, being proportional to (Pm), do
not depend on time.

V. BEHAVIOR OF FLUCTUATIONS IN THE
NONSTATIONARY CASE

In order to deal with practical situations, in which a
single fiber is usually employed, it is desirable to eval-
uate the fluctuations of the relevant quantities around
their average values. In the monochromatic case, this
has been done1 '4 by calculating for a lossless fiber the
asymptotic value (in z) of the normalized variance

((p, m _ (p m )2)1(pm) 2. 4)M (41)
For large z, the resulting value is 1, which implies

a 100% uncertainty on the actual value of the mth mode
power in a single fiber. This rather disappointing situ-
ation drastically changes in the case of a stationary sig-
nal possessing a finite bandwidth 6w, where it has been
shown that the asymptotic normalized variance tends to
vanish. 9 In this section, we study the evolution of the
fourth-order field-amplitude correlation functions rela-
tive to different modes and different frequencies, which
will allow us to generalize the result of Ref. 9 to non-
stationary situations.

The starting point is the set of Eqs. (19), which im-
mediately furnishes

d (c.(Z' W)C*,(Z, W'w )(cs(Z' wf,)C*,(Z, Wist Pav

= Ad,,j(z, w)(cj(z, w)c*(z, w'))ay(Cs(z, w")c (z W"'))ay+Ain(Z W')(Cm(Z, w)cl'(z, W 'Xav(Cs(Z @"c*(z, @ '" v

+A8 J(z, cv")(Cm(Z, W)c* (Z, w'))av(Cs(Z, W")c4 (z, w) .av + A*tf(z, w") (Cm(Z, w)c*' (z, w'))a((oz w")cti (Z, W"'))av} .

(42)

It is worthwhile to emphasize at this point that the source-average ( )av in Eq. (42) operates on mode-amplitude
pairs successively. In fact, the basic quantity measured by the detector in a single fiber is the modal power Pm(z, t)
[see Eq. (8)], which contains the second-order average (cm(z, w)c*(z, o'))av, so that the evolution of ensemble aver-
ages of the kind (Pm(z, t)PF(z, t)) involves the fourth-order products (cm(z, w)c*t(z, w'))av(cn(z, w")c*(z, w"'))av In
turn, the evolution of (cm(z, w)c* (z, w'))av is connected with nondiagonal second-order products of the type
(cj(z, w)c*(z, c'))av, which justifies the appearance of ( av( )av in Eq. (42).

By taking r= m, s = n and w = c', w" = w"', it is not difficult to obtain from Eq. (42), by means of a direct ex-
tension of the procedure outlines in Sec. III, the following set of equations:

d (PM(Z, w)P,(z, w")) = - (E hmJ)iPm(z, wo)P(z, w")) + E hm/1(P(z, w)P,(z, w"))

(c*(zw co")cm(z, w"%))a(cn(z, w)c*(z, w)),) exp{i[l0m(w) - Pm(w )+Pn(w") - n()]z}(l Z n - 6m) f (Kmn(Z')Kmn(0))

xexp{-i[[n(w")- Jm(w")]z'}dz'+c.c)+(> ((cf(Z, ')c*M(Z, W))av(cm(z, r ")c* (Z' 'I))av)

x exp{i[Pm(w)-m(") )+(w") -j(w)] Z}m f (Kmj(Z')Kmj(0))exp{-1ii[3((W")- fmQ')] z'}dz+cc) +Ne,

(43)
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wher e Nex represents same terms with the exchange 
rn - n, w- w", having defined 

(44) 

While the set of Eqs. (43) possesses a general validity 
under the usual hypotheses justyfying the rotating-wave 
appr oximation, it can be cast in a particularly simple 
form if the relation 

I (~;-~) (w-w")l z » 27T, j*m (45) 

is fulfilled and if the field amplitudes do not appreciably 
vary over a distance z:m,J) given by [compare with Eq. 
(40)] 

(46) 

In fact, in this case, one can again take advantage of 
the r otating-wave approximation on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (43), which reduces to 

= L hmJ [(P1(z, w)Pn(z, w''))- (Pm(z, w)Pn(z, w"))] · 
j 

+ L hni [(P1(z, w")Pm(z, w))- \Pn(z, r.u'')Pm(z, w))]. 
J 

(47) 
F rom Eq. (47), · in the case m = n and for values of z 

lar ge enough so its left-hand side vanishes, it is im
mediate to deduce the following asymptotic equality: 

(P1(z, w)Pm(z, w"))a+(P1(z, w")Pm(z, w))a 

(48) 

where the subscript a stands for asymptotic. On the 
other hand, energy conservation along the fiber requires 
fu~ . 

LP1(z, tu)= L P1(0, w) for every w, (49) 
j j 

which in turn implies 

L (Pm(z, w)Pm(z, w")) +%LL(P/z, w)Pm(z, w")) 
m m~ 

1 "'"'< - '' - . + 2 Ll~ P/z, w )Pm(z, w)) 
m¢j 

(50) 

a relation which asymptotically yields, wjth the help of 
Eq. (48), 

L (Pm(z ,' w}Pm(z, w''))a +N(N- 1)(Pm(z, w)Pm(z, w"))a 
m 

(51) 

where N is the total number of guided modes . Recalling 
now the asymptotic equipartition condition, expressing 
the fact that, in a lossless case, the power per mode is 
the same in every mode for z sufficiently large, 1 

- 1 "' -(Pm(z, w))a = N ~ P 1(0, w) for every w, 
J 

(52) 

Eq. (51) can be rewritten 

L (Pm(z, w)Pm(z, tJ/') )a +N(N- 1)(Pm(z, w)Pm(z, w"))a 
m 

=N 2(Pm(Z, w))a(Pm(z, w"))a, (53) 

from which follows the relevant expression 

(Pm(z, w)Pm(z, w"))a=(Pm(z, w))a(Pm(z, w"))a . (54) 

We now observe that the energy Im(z) pertaining to the 
mth mode 

Im(z) = s_~ P m(z, t) dt, 

can be expressed by means of Eqs. (8) and (44) as 

lm(z) = 27TP J Pm(z , w) dw. 

(55) 

(56) 

The normalized variance of the statistical quantity Im 
can be accordingly written 

f J "< - <- ") - dw dw Pm(z, w)) Pm(z, w )) 

X (f dw f dw" (Pm(z,, (u)) (Pm(z, w"))r
1 

• (57) 

Since, for z » z:m,J>, most couples of frequencies in 
the relevant integration domain fulfill Eq. (45), Eq. (54) 
applies and, consequently, the normalized variance 
tends asymptotically to vanish, that is 

(58) 

This implies that no statistical uncertainty is present 
in Im , so that equipartition of the total energy among 
the various modes takes place in the single fiber . As 
a particular case of this general statement, the asymp
totic power P m has the same property in the stationary 
regime, as it has been shown elsewhere, 9 since in this 
situation Im and P m are proportional. 

The complete in;estigation of the behavior of fluctua
tions in the nonstationary regime requires the analysis 
of the quantities (.P!(z, t)) and (Pm(z, t)Pn(z, t)) . To this 
end, the system of Eqs. (42) has to be specified to the 
case r = m, s = n, since 

· (Pin(z, t)Pn(z, t)) = P 2 S dw S dw' J dw" J dw' " exp[i(w- w')t] exp {i(w"- w'")t- i[J3m(w)- 13m(w')] z 

- i[J3n(w")- J3n(w'")]z}«cm(z, w)~(z, r.u')>av<cn(z, r.u")ct(z, w"')>av> . (59) 

By means of the general procedure followed in this paper, it is possible to deduce a set of equations governing 
the evolution of «cm(z, w)c!(z, w'))av<cn(z, w")ct(z, w"'))av>· In order to simplify the notation, let us define 
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The final form of the closed system of equations then reads

d (Ymm(Z) 'v0, W')Yn(z, Wi t ")) = [/m( -[3m(W) + 3n(w -n(w ")] (Ymm(Z, co, cv') Ynn(Z, w", Xw"))

k Ik

+ E hkm(Ykk(Z, C, W')Ynn(z, w w"')) - (1-5nm) Ihmn[(Ynm(Z, We W')Ymn(ZI Wit W"))
k

+<ymn(Zy o) W/)ynm(Zx ) 's11 Cd ]+t5nm( /mJ(ykm(,Z, °, W')ym(Z, CO" X.. Do )+(Y.mk(Z, We W )yk.(z, Wit, W/iT) (61)

and

Tz (Ymr(Z, W, ')Yrm(Z, W"i, ")) = [1r() )-3m(W) + m(W' -3r(W ')](Ymr(Z, W, w')Yrm(z, w", w" ))

>(E hk,+ E hm (Ymr(Z) WI W')Yrm(Z, Wt, W .. )) + E h,*(Ymk(Z, WI w')Ykm(Z, W", w ")) + E hmk(Ykr(z, wp w')
JN•r kmm k(mr k•m

X Yrk(Z Wit, W ".)) - hmr [(yrr(Z, WI W')Ymm(Z, Wi, W .)) + (Ymm(Z) WI W')Yrr(ZI w", w'"))] , mI m r (62)

The set of Eqs. (61) and (62) represents, together with

the set of Eqs. (30), a fairly complete analytical descrip-
tion of nonstationary propagation. In fact, while Eqs.
(30) concern the evolution of the average power per
mode, Eqs. (61) and (62) allow one to describe the fluc-

tuations around this quantity in terms of fourth-order
averages. One can observe that, in the general case, it
is not possible to obtain a system of equations containing
only the quantities (PmPn), while this is possible in the
monochromatic stationary propagation. 4 This is rela-
ted to the essential role of the average over the source,
which does not allow the nondiagonal terms (Ymr(w, w')
x Y,,m(W", W"')) to be rearranged as products (Ymm(c,

W11)yrr(W1, Wt)).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived a set of statistical coupled equations
describing the time-dependent propagation of a finite-
bandwidth carrier, which can be either amplitude or fre-
quency modulated, placing into evidence the limits of
validity of the approach, which involve both the value of
the bandwidth and the variation of the mode-amplitude
coefficients. In particular, the time evolution of a fre-
quency-modulated signal does not depend on mode cou-
pling, thus possessing a behavior completely different
from that of an amplitude-modulated signal.

We have set in a rigorous form a theorem describing
the smoothing of mode-power fluctuations over the fiber
ensemble, due to the finite bandwidth, so as to include

mode-energy fluctuations in nonstationary situations.

The general case of time-dependent propagation of
fluctuations has been also considered, and a closed sys-
tem of equations enabling to describe it has been de-
rived.

APPENDIX

If one defines

l1 1/2 1 L/2
Fmj 1() L/2 dZ Ifm j(Z) exp[i(pj - P3m)Z]a (Al)

/ J -L /2
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o
one can write

1 X L / 2 I L / 2L L/2 -L/2

x exp[i(Pj - 9.m)(Z - z)1 I (A2)

so that, remembering Eq. (31), and taking advantage of

the finite range of the correlation function

(Kmj(z)K*;j(z')) = (Km j(z - )Km (0)) I

one has

hmj'= lim lFmjI2 _0
L-co

(A3)

(A4)

Let us now consider Eqs. (27) and (28). Since the
quantity (Kmj(Z)Kjm(O)) is a real even function of z, one
can write

Reg.r = 2 E h>k + 2 E hjr
2jm m 2 jor

+2 lim LJ 2|LI2 dZ[KK.(Z)_Krr(Z)] 2
?0 .
(AM)
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Longitudinal and transverse shifts of an 8 cm parallel bounded beam of 34.2 GHz (8.77 mm) microwaves
totally reflected from a paraffin prism have been investigated. The 45'- 45'- 90' prism is 18 cm high
by 25 cm on the sides and the index of refraction is 1.491. Longitudinal shifts as large as 3 cm have been
measured in a single reflection near the critical angle for a beam linearly polarized in the plane of incidence.
The shift for perpendicular polarization is approximately half this value. The results are in general agreement
with the classical theory for the Goos-Hiinchen effect. An incident beam polarized at 45' to the incidence
plane produces both parallel and perpendicular polarization shifts with values similar to the above. The shifts
for both polarizations are reduced but are still distinctly separate if either a second prism or a metallic
reflector is brought into the evanescent wave at millimeter distances from the interface. These results are in
accordance with stationary phase calculations for two interfaces. It is found that a small (6 mm) transverse
shift results if the prism is illuminated with circularly polarized microwaves.

I. INTRODUCTION

A bounded beam of light that enters a prism and is total-
ly reflected at the prism-vacuum interface is known to
be displaced longitudinally from the position of geomet-
rical reflection. The displacement is small, usually
on the order of the illuminating wavelength, and it is
larger for light polarized within the plane of incidence
than perpendicular to it. This phenomenon, commonly
known as the Goos-Hanchen shift, 1 has been the object
of considerable theoretical and experimental studies over
the past few years, 2 not only because of its importance
in research on the fundamental properties of light but
also because of its relation and application to the ex-
panding fields of optical imaging3 and integrated optics. 4

Theoretical treatments of the effect have stressed the
important role played by the inhomogeneous, evanescent
wave associated with total reflection that appears on the
vacuum side of the interface. Accurate determinations
of the shift have been made on the assumption that en-
ergy from the beam flows into the evanescent wave,
travels along the surface for a certain distance and then
passes back into the reflected beam. 5 Other treatments,
such as the stationary phase theory, implicitly take the
surface wave into account through Fresnel's equations. 6

Still other theories explain the shift in terms of a time
delay of scattering process.

In the usual beam-shift experiments light is linearly
polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the plane
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of incidence, but there have been some interesting varia-
tions using circularly polarized and unpolarized light.
With circular polarization the beam is shifted trans-
versely, out of the plane of incidence. The direction de-
pends on the sense of polarization, and the magnitude is
smaller than that for the longitudinal shift. 8 The trans-
verse shift has been given as evidence for the noncol-
linarity of velocity and momentum of a spinning photon.9

Using unpolarized light two distinct longitudinal shifts
occur, the larger corresponding to parallel polariza-
tion, and the smaller, to perpendicular polarization,
with no intermediate values. 10 Some authors have been
able to explain this experiment on the basis of existing
electromagnetic theory, 11 while others have cited it as
evidence that the photon has a small but finite mass. 12

There are many interesting questions to be investi-
gated and resolved with total reflection phenomena, but
the experiments using visible light have not always been
easy to perform. Since the shift is so small, special
experimental techniques to amplify it have generally
been required. This involves allowing the beam to be
reflected many times before emerging from the prism,
and then delicate measurement techniques are em-
ployed.

Experiments carried out at microwave frequencies,
using wavelengths of about 1 cm, are more amenable to
analysis and interpretation and probably easier than those
done in the optical region where the wavelength is much
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